h e a r t at h o m e

A little bling
goes a long way
Indulge in seasonal sparkle with lights,
candles, fabrics and ribbon
By Irene Turnbull

T

here’s no time like Holiday Season around our Lake Simcoe
area! Whether you’re a big fan of winter or not, this special
festive time has a unique ability to diminish the impact of
the long grey days of late autumn, and transition us into the spirit of hope that the welcoming-in of a New Year brings.
Personally, I love this time of year — despite the hustle and
bustle and often seemingly mad rush to juggle the challenges of
work and shopping — without compromising time with family and
friends. And I firmly believe it has a great deal to do with the seasonal sparkle that’s ever-present, no matter how hectic things get.
We have only to drive through any one of our local towns to
enjoy the amazing twinkling lights and grand displays of community festive commitment to get a boost of intoxicating glitter!
I just love coming home to my Lagoon City neighbourhood, which
traditionally is transformed into a“real-life fairyland”of lights and
snow during this time. Yes, I’m definitely addicted to a healthy
helping of seasonal sparkle added to my winter environment.
Enough to make me feel really blessed without overindulging!
And it seems I’m not alone! Apparently we humans have a builtin attraction for things shiny and sparkling that scientists continue
to try to understand. Some believe it’s a rooted in a primitive desire
for water; others a connection to our innate perception of the value
to life of sun and water. Whatever the reason we’re attracted to
things that sparkle, we definitely place value on them; so they show
up in our lives as material things to support us especially at a time
as important as Christmas and the Holiday Season.
Sparkles and glitter cross all borders to take us from ordinary
to dazzling with impartial objectivity, leaving us only to decide
how much is right for our own taste of seasonal “bling.”Whether
a little or a lot, it’s as easy to add some sparkle to our home decor
as it is to add sparkle to our wardrobe.
Just keep the following rules in mind:
• Remember decorating’s No. 1 ingredient: light. Sparkle
requires light. Check out the lighting in your room. Where can you

get illumination from existing fixtures and where do you need to
add light or tone it down. Today’s LEDs make it easy to add sparkle to garland, wreaths, indoor plants, and other decorations —
great for brightening up a dark corner.
• Pay attention to bulb placement. Dimmers make it easy
to tone down areas that are too brightly lighted.
• Table and floor lamps most often disperse light down.
Add a fancy reflective tree ornament to the on/off switch to dangle below the shade or a reflective accessory in the direct down
light. The colour of your light is also important — warm ambient
bulbs are generally the most inviting.
• Candles shed light out and upwards; they work wonderfully against a dark window glass at night, where the glass acts as
a reflective mirror. An angled window, such as a bow or bay, can
turn a few candles into many.
• Build decorative accessories with everyday items you already have. Remember when it comes to glass, light can either pass
through it or be reflected depending upon the composition of the
glass and how the light hits the surface. It can also be refracted if
the surface of the glass has cut angles (such as crystal patterns)
acting like a prism. A
glass or crystal candy
dish or salad and fruit
serving bowl, especially a vintage piece,
looks great filled with
metallic tree decorations. Dress it up with
glittery ribbon, inexpensive silk flowers
and bits of garland,
and sit it on a silver
tray — hopefully one
that brings back great
memories.
• Holiday fabrics are available in a host of options, including
metallic silver, gold, bronze, and can easily be made into table
squares and used under centrepieces. Use pretty ribbon for making everything from decorative bows for garlands and wreaths to
napkin ring holders. And, don’t forget the presents; finish your
packages off with the same touch of sparkle.
• Remember that we experience life by contrast — a little
“bling” goes a long way. Combine natural elements with bits of
the glitzy. For example, natural looking (either real or artificial)
garland with a more flat light-absorbing quality will be a much
more effective backdrop to set off sparkly ribbon and shiny ornaments than self-coloured, which will reduce their impact.
• Ease into your decorations by using familiar items with
a new twist. It’s not only cost-effective, it just feels good.
Happy Holidays! 
LSL
Irene Turnbull has been creating award-winning spaces that people love
all around Lake Simcoe for more than 26 years. For more ideas, visit
her website at turnbullinteriors.com.
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